
Trending Tradition: Holiday Pajamas

Written by Amanda Rumore

Christmas can be such a magical and joyful time of year, filled with many traditions. Like many of you, traditions are very dear to me, and I think
they are often what makes the holidays so special and memorable. 

One of the more popular modern-day holiday traditions is matching Christmas pjs for the entire family. For me, this Christmas tradition has been
passed down through generations. It was a very big deal growing up with my parents and siblings, and now we incorporate the younger
generation of children (and pets!)

A favorite amongst many families is Hannah Anderson pjs.  In fact, the name has become synonymous with luxury organic holiday pajamas.
Since the recent Hannah Anderson store opening in Kierland Commons in Scottsdale, #HannahJams can be found in homes throughout the
Phoenix-land area.

Hanna Christmas pajamas and family pajamas are just as soft and snuggly as ever. In cute Christmas colors and darling holiday themed
designs, they’ve got something for everyone: coordinating Christmas family pajamas, boys pajamas, girls pajamas, signature striped pjs and
even holiday family pajamas (fittingly called dog johns!) for your furry friends. Hannah Christmas family pajamas come in a variety of snuggly
styles like traditional long johns, lighter short johns, nightgowns and henleys for her – always with the same great quality you can expect. 
Hanna’s family pjs and Christmas pajamas are made with the finest 100% organic pre-washed cotton for first layer softness and a great night’s
sleep. Perfect for sleepovers, family fun night and long lazy mornings, Hannah Anderson Christmas family pajamas are too cute to be true.
Delightfully designed elf, Santa and toy soldier family pajamas will be a hit this holiday season and all year long!

To find your favorite Hannah pjs, visit http://www.hannaandersson.com.
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